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Abstract
Driving models are needed by many researchers to improve traffic safety and to advance
autonomous vehicle design. To be most useful, a driving model must state specifically what information
is needed and how it is processed. Such models are called computational because they tell exactly what
computations the driving system must carry out. To date, detailed computational models have primarily
been developed for research in robot vehicles. Other driving models are generally too vague or abstract
to show the driving process in full detail. However, the existing computational models do not address the
problem of selecting maneuvers in a dynamic traffic environment.
In this paper we present a dynamic task analysis and use it to develop a computational model of
driving in traffic. This model has been implemented in a driving program called Ulysses as part of our
research program in robot vehicle development. Ulysses shows how traffic and safety rules constrain the
vehicle’s acceleration and lane use, and shows exactly where the driver needs to look at each moment as
driving decisions are being made. Ulysses works in a simulated environment provided by our new traffic
simulator called PHAROS, which is similar in spirit to previous simulators (such as NETSIM) but far more
detailed. Our new driving model is a key component for developing autonomous vehicles and intelligent
driver aids that operate in traffic, and provides a new tool for traffic research in general.
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1. Introduction
Driving models are needed by many researchers. Intelligent vehicle designers need them to make
driver aids that work in dynamic traffic situations. Robot vehicle builders need them to drive vehicles
autonomously in traffic. Traffic engineers need them to improve the safety of highways. To be most
useful, a driving model must be detailed and complete. A detailed model must state specifically what
decisions must be made, what information is needed, and how it will be used. Such models are called
computational because they tell exactly what computations the driving system must carry out. A complete
driving model must address all aspects of driving. In the course of our research in robotics, we have
developed a computational model that addresses a level of driving which has not been previously
addressed. We have implemented this model in a system called Ulysses.
The driving task has been characterized as having three levels: strategic, tactical and operational [27].
These levels are illustrated in Table 1-1. The highest level is the strategic level, which develops

Level

Characteristic

Example

Existing model

Strategic

Static; abstract

Planning a route;
Estimating time for trip

Planning programs
(Artificial Intelligence)

Tactical

Dynamic; physical

Determining Right of Way;
Passing another car

Human driving
models

Operational

Feedback control

Tracking a lane;
Following a car

Robot control
systems

Table 1-1: Characteristics of three levels of driving.

behavioral goals for the vehicle. These goals may be based on route selection and driving time
calculations, for example. The strategic goals are achieved by activities at the middle, tactical, level,
which involves choosing vehicle maneuvers within the dynamic world of traffic and traffic control devices
(TCD’s). The maneuvers selected at the tactical level are carried out by the operational level of speed
and steering control.
Substantial progress has been made in automating various parts of the driving task, particularly at the
strategic and operational levels, but no system has yet implemented the tactical level. At the strategic
level, planning programs in the Artificial Intelligence community are quite good at planning errands,
finding routes, and performing other abstract tasks. However, they do not solve the problems of vehicle
maneuver selection because they are not designed to work in a dynamic domain and without complete
knowledge of the problem. At the operational level, several robot projects have demonstrated the ability
to drive a vehicle on roads that are essentially devoid of traffic and TCD’s. These systems can track
lanes, but have no real knowledge of driving laws and general vehicle behavior. Thus, they too avoid the
problems of maneuver selection that form the tactical level of driving.
Traffic engineers and psychologists have long studied the driving task, including tactical driving, and
have developed many good theories and insights about how people drive. Unfortunately, these models of
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human driving do not explain exactly what and how information is processed—what features of the world
must be observed, what driving knowledge is needed and how it should be encoded, and how knowledge
is applied to produce actions. A model must answer these questions before it can be used to compute
what actions a robot should take.
Our driving program, Ulysses, is a computational model of tactical driving. The program encodes
knowledge of speed limits, headways, turn restrictions, and TCD’s as constraints on acceleration and lane
choice. The constraints are derived from a general desire to avoid collisions and a strategic driving goal
of obeying traffic laws. Ulysses evaluates the current traffic situation by deliberately looking for important
traffic objects. The observations, combined with the driving knowledge and a strategic route plan,
determine what accelerations and lane changes are permitted in this situation. The program then selects
the one action that allows the robot to go as fast as possible. While this model has limitations, it drives
competently in many situations. Since it is a computational model, Ulysses shows exactly what
information a driver needs at each moment as driving decisions are made. Furthermore, the program can
be tested objectively on a real vehicle.
Our eventual goal is to use Ulysses to drive a real vehicle. At this time, however, the model has only
been implemented in computer simulation. We have constructed a microscopic traffic simulator called
PHAROS (for Public Highway and ROad Simulator) [30] for our driving research. PHAROS represents
the street environment in detail, including the shape and location of roads, intersections, lines, markings,
signs, and signals. The cars in PHAROS are driven using a simplified version of the driving model. The
simulator generates an animated display of traffic that can be used to observe driving behavior. PHAROS
performs the perception and control functions for Ulysses so that Ulysses can drive a robot through a
road network in simulation.
This paper describes our driving model for robots in detail. The next section reviews existing driving
models, including both robot driving systems and human driving models. We then present Ulysses, and
describe the important features of PHAROS. The paper concludes with a discussion of possible
extensions to the model and other future research.

2. Related Work
2.1. Robots and Planners
Computers have been used to automate several aspects of the driving task. Various research groups
have been investigating vehicle steering and speed control for at least 30 years [5, 13, 15, 24, 28, 34].
This work generally assumes that special guides are placed in the roads, so the vehicles are not
completely autonomous.
In the 1980’s, robots began driving on roads autonomously
[9, 20, 22, 29, 36, 37, 38, 39, 42]. The different robots have strengths in different areas; some are fast
(60 mph), while others are very reliable in difficult lighting or terrain conditions. Autonomous vehicles can
also follow other vehicles, with or without a special guide device on the lead vehicle [4, 7, 14, 19, 21, 36].
These existing robot systems address only the operational level. Consider the driver approaching the
intersection in Figure 2-1 from the bottom. A robot with current operational capabilities could track the
lane to the intersection, find a path across the intersection, and then start following a new lane. The robot
could also perhaps detect the car on the right and stop or swerve if a collision were imminent. However,
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Figure 2-1: Example of tactical driving task: driver approaching crossroad.

in this situation a driver is required to interpret the intersection configuration and signs and decide
whether it should pass in front of the other car. Current robot driving programs cannot perform this
tactical task. Nevertheless, it is the success of automonous vehicles at the operational level that
motivates us to study the tactical level.
Computers have also been used to automate strategic driving functions. Map-based navigation
systems have advanced from research projects to commercial products in the last
decade [3, 11, 18, 32, 35, 41]. Artificial Intelligence programs have been applied to many abstract
problems, including the planning of driving errands [17]. These planners work on static problems using
information conveniently encoded in a database ahead of time. Let us consider again the driver of Figure
2-1. A strategic planner may have already determined that this driver is going to a pizza store, and that
he must turn left at this intersection, and that he should drive quickly because he is hungry. However, the
planner (probably) does not know ahead of time what TCD’s are present at this intersection, and certainly
cannot predict the arrival of cross traffic. Since the situation is unknown ahead of time, the driver must
get data by looking for signs and cars when he gets to the intersection. This data must be interpreted to
form abstract concepts such as "the other car is stopping." In general, the world is uncertain and dynamic
at this level, and the driver must continually use perception to assess the situation. Strategic planners are
not designed to deal with these tactical problems.

2.2. Human Driving Models
Psychologists, traffic engineers and automotive engineers have studied human driving a great deal.
Their goal is to make cars and roads safer and more efficient for people. The result of this work is a
multitude of driving models spanning all levels of driving. Michon identified seven types of models [27]:
task analysis, information flow control, motivational, cognitive process, control, trait, and mechanistic.
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Each has different characteristics and addressed different aspects of driving.

Task analysis models. A task analysis model lists all of the tasks and subtasks involved in driving. The
paragon of these models is McKnight and Adam’s analysis [26]. Their work provides an exhaustive
breakdown of all activities on the tactical and operational levels. We have found this listing very useful for
determining whether our model performs all of the necessary subtasks in various situations. However, a
list of tasks alone is not sufficient for describing a driving model. This is because a task list does not
address the dynamic relations between tasks. The list does not specify how the driver chooses a task in
a given situation, or whether one task can interrupt another, or how two tasks might be performed
simultaneously (especially if they require conflicting actions). The McKnight work also leaves situation
interpretation vague. For example, two tasks require a driver to "observe pedestrians and playing
children" and "ignore activity on the sidewalk that has no impact on driving." However, there are no
computational details about how to discriminate between these situations.
Information flow control models. Information flow control models are computer simulations of driving
behavior. Early computer models of drivers were essentially implementations of task analysis
models [27]. As such, they have the same weaknesses as the task analysis models. More recent
microscopic traffic simulators such as SIMRO [6], TEXAS [16], and NETSIM [12, 43] do not have these
weaknesses because they perform multiple tasks simultaneously. They also have the ability to start and
stop tasks at any time in response to traffic. For example, NETSIM evaluates the traffic situation
frequently (every second) and makes a fresh selection of appropriate subtasks. NETSIM is not intended
to be an accurate description of human cognitive processing, but it produces reasonable driver behavior
in many situations. NETSIM is a direct ancestor of our system, PHAROS, which we describe later in this
paper.
NETSIM cannot be used as a complete driver model because it lacks several necessary components.
There are gaps in its behavior; for example, cars are discharged from intersection queues into
downstream streets without having to accelerate and drive normally to and through the intersection.
Neither does NETSIM contain knowledge of how to interpret traffic conditions from observable objects.
We also found unmodified NETSIM inadequate as a simulator testbed for robotics research because it
cannot represent physical information such as road geometry, accurate vehicle location, or the location
and appearance of TCD’s.

Motivational models. Motivational models are theories of human cognitive activity during driving. Van
der Molen and Botticher recently reviewed several of these models [40]. The models generally describe
mental states such as "intentions," "expectancy," "perceived risk," "target level of risk," "need to hurry" or
"distractions." These states are combined with perceptions in various ways to produce actions. Since
motivational models attempt to describe the general thought processes required for driving, one would
hope that they would form a basis for a vehicle driving program. However, the models do not concretely
show how to represent driving knowledge, how to perceive traffic situations, or how to process information
to obtain actions. Van der Molen and Botticher attempted to compare the operations of various models
objectively on the same task [33, 40], but the models could be implemented only in the minds of the
model designers. Some researchers are addressing this problem by describing cognitive process models
of driving (for example, Aasman [1]). These models are specified in an appropriate symbolic
programming language such as Soar [23].
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The remaining types of models have limited relevance to tactical driving. Control models attempt to
describe the driver and vehicle as a feedback control system (e.g., [31]). These models are mainly useful
for lane keeping and other operational tasks. Trait models show correlations between driver
characteristics and driving actions. For example, drivers with faster reaction times may have a lower
accident rate. This correlation does not describe the mechanism by which the two factors are related.
Finally, mechanistic models describe the behavior of traffic as an aggregate whole. These models
express the movement of traffic on a road mathematically as a flow of fluid [10]. This type of model
cannot be used to specify the actions of individual drivers.

2.3. Ulysses
In this paper we present a new computational model of driving called Ulysses. It is computational
because it explains how to compute driving actions from sensed data. Ulysses encodes knowledge for
performing a variety of tactical driving tasks, including maneuvering in traffic on multilane highways and
negotiating intersections. Like the information flow control models, Ulysses performs all appropriate tasks
simultaneously. Ulysses goes beyond models such as NETSIM because it describes how to drive in the
transitions between states (e.g. between free flow and enqueued). Unlike existing models, Ulysses
makes decisions based on observable phenomena. The perceptual part of driving is therefore described
in terms of looking in specific areas for specific objects. This explicit situation assessment is much more
concrete than the "risk perception" in the motivational models. Ulysses operationalizes concepts such as
"risk avoidance" in these models with specific constraints on lane selection and speed. Since Ulysses is
implemented as a computer program (in the language Allegro CommonLisp), it can be analyzed and
tested objectively. It can be used in various driving situations to study the perceptual and information
processing requirements of the task. And ultimately, Ulysses can be used to compute actions for an
actual vehicle driving in traffic.

3. The Ulysses Driving Model
We have implemented a computational driving model in a program called Ulysses. Ulysses defines a
complete system for driving — what a driver must look for, how situations are evaluated, what practical
knowledge is needed, and how this knowledge is encoded and applied. Figure 3-1 is a schematic of the
entire driver model. Only the tactical level is implemented in detail in Ulysses. The model treats the
operational and strategic levels abstractly since the details have already been addressed by other work.
These levels are discussed at the end of the section.
Figure 3-1 shows that at the tactical level, Ulysses performs several perception and decision functions.
Ulysses uses the route plan created at the strategic level as a guide in scanning the road ahead along the
intended route. The portion of the strategic route plan that is actually visible to the robot is called the
corridor in our model. Ulysses identifies the corridor at the tactical level so it knows which signs, signals
and other cars are important. The corridor is built up incrementally as the Ulysses finds intersections and
chooses which direction to look further. As the corridor is found, implicit goals to drive lawfully and safely
cause constraints to be generated. The constraints are triggered by the presence of various traffic
objects. Ulysses must look for all objects that could trigger a constraint. After all constraints have been
applied, Ulysses chooses an acceleration and lane-changing action from the available choices. This
selection is based on the implicit goals of driving quickly and courteously. State variables are used to
record decisions such as accepting gaps in traffic that affect actions for a period of time. Table 3-1
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Perception

Action

Interpretation

Strategic
Identify
landmarks

Update remaining
route
Route plan

Tactical

Look for
roads

Find
intended
route ahead

Ulysses
State
memory

Corridor

Look for
traffic
objects

Operational

Generate
constraints on
acceleration
and lane choice

Combine
constraints
and choose
action

Select control
parameters
Find cues in
image

Move actuators

OUTSIDE
WORLD
Figure 3-1: Schematic of the Ulysses driver model

summarizes the state variables used in Ulysses; these will be explained later in this section.
In order to be able to respond quickly to unpredictable events, Ulysses frequently repeats its visual
search and evaluation of the current situation. The decision cycles have a period of 100ms. This rapid
polling simulates the responsiveness of perceptual interrupts. However, the polling scheme allows
constraint evaluations to activate perception rather than the other way around. Ulysses uses this
demand-driven perception at the tactical level to provide a mechanism for focusing its perceptual
attention. Focusing perception is important for robots because machine perception is very difficult; it
would be impossible to perceive and analyze everything in the field of view in 100 ms.
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State

Variable

Values

Speed Limit

<current speed limit>

In intersection

Street, Intersection
Normal, Wait for gap, Wait for merge gap, Accept

Wait
Lane Position

Follow lane, Init-left (-right), Changing-left (-right)

Table 3-1: Ulysses state variables.

In the remainder of this section we explain the specific driving knowledge in Ulysses by describing a
series of scenarios of increasing complexity. The scenarios include a simple highway with only one lane,
intersections with various traffic control devices, and finally multi-lane roads. The section concludes with
a discussion of perception, strategic plans and operational control.

3.1. Tactical Driving Knowledge
3.1.1. A Two-Lane Highway
Figure 3-2 depicts a simple highway driving situation. In this scenario no lane-changing actions are
necessary, but there are several constraints on speed.
The first two constraints are derived from general safety goals—i.e., self-preservation. The speed of
the vehicle must be low enough to allow it to come to a stop before the end of the road is reached; the
speed on a curve must keep the vehicle’s lateral acceleration below the limit imposed by friction between
the tires and road surface. Although it is possible that these constraints can be met by the operational
level systems of the robot, the prediction of future speed constraints from observations of distant
conditions is in general a tactical activity. This is especially true if future conditions are detected not by
tracking road features but by reading warning signs. Ulysses generates the road end and road curvature
constraints by examining the corridor. The robot must be stopped at the end of the road if the road ends;
furthermore, at each point of curvature change, the robot’s speed must be less than that allowed by the
vehicle’s lateral acceleration limit. Ulysses also scans along the right side of the corridor for signs
warning of road changes, and creates a speed constraint at the relevant signs.
These constraints—a maximum speed at a point somewhere ahead in the corridor—are typical of the
motion constraints generated by various driving rules. Given the robot’s current speed, we could compute
a constant acceleration value that would yield the desired speed at the desired point. However, it is also
possible to satisfy the constraint by driving faster for a while and then braking hard. Figure 3-3 shows
these two possibilities as curves X and Y on a graph of speed versus distance. The figure shows that any
speed profile is possible as long as it stays below the maximum braking curve. The profile that
maximized vehicle speed would rise instantly to the maximum braking curve and then follow the curve to
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KEY:
Road
curvature

Acceleration
constraint:
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following
Speed
limit

Robot:
R

SPEED
LIMIT
35
R

Figure 3-2: The two-lane highway scenario.

the constraint point. However, the program cannot change the acceleration command at arbitrary times; it
looks at situations and changes acceleration only at discrete intervals. Therefore Ulysses computes an
acceleration that will cause the robot’s speed to meet the maximum deceleration curve exactly at the next
decision time. This is curve Z in the figure.
While the high-acceleration, high-deceleration policy shown by curve Z maximizes vehicle speed, it
seems to have the potential to cause jerky motion. In fact, the motion is usually smooth because the
constraints relax as the robot moves forward. For example, suppose that the robot’s sensors could only
detect the road 150 feet ahead. Ulysses would constrain the robot to a speed of 0 at a distance of 150
feet. However, when the robot moved forward, more road could be detected, so the constraint point
would move ahead. Figure 3-4 shows how this "rolling horizon" affects speed. The robot starts at
distance 0 with a speed of 45 fps. A decision interval of 1.0 seconds is assumed in order to show speed
changes more clearly. The dashed lines show deceleration constraint curves (-15 fps2) at the first four
decision times. The solid line shows the robot’s speed. After a small overshoot, the speed reaches an
equilibrium and remains constant.
The next constraint illustrated by Figure 3-2 is that generated by legal speed limits. Ulysses maintains
a state variable which records the current speed limit. The vehicle is allowed to accelerate so that it
reaches the speed limit in one decision cycle period. Furthermore, Ulysses scans the right side of the
corridor for "Speed Limit" signs. Whenever the system detects a speed limit change, it creates an
acceleration constraint to bring the robot’s speed to the limit speed at the sign (as described above). As
the robot nears the Speed Limit sign, Ulysses also updates the speed limit state variable.
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Speed
s
Time T + one decision cycle period
0

Deceleration at maximum braking
rate a (a < 0):
B

√

Z

s = S 2 - 2a

Robot start
state (D ,S )
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B

C

B

(D - d )
C

R

time T 0

X
Y

S

Constraint:
Max. speed S

C

at distance D

D

C

C
C

Distance
d

KEY
X: Constant deceleration from initial state to constraint state
Y: Constant speed, then deceleration at maximum braking rate
Z: Acceleration for one decision cycle period, then maximum braking

Figure 3-3: Deceleration options plotted on speed-distance graph

The final acceleration constraint is generated by traffic in front of the robot. The safety goal implicit to
Ulysses requires that an adequate headway be maintained to the car in front of the robot in the same
lane. Ulysses therefore scans the corridor to monitor the next car ahead. If the lead car were to suddenly
brake, it would come to a stop some distance ahead. This is the constraint point for computing an
acceleration limit. The program uses the lead car’s speed, its distance, and its assumed maximum
deceleration rate to determine where it would stop. This activity is commonly called "car following."
After all acceleration constraints have been generated, they are combined by taking their logical
intersection. The intersection operation guarantees that all constraints are met simultaneously. Figure
3-5 illustrates this process. Since the constraints in effect allow a range of accelerations between the
negative limit (the braking capability of the robot) and a computed positive value, the intersection results
in a range from the negative limit to the smallest computed positive value. Ulysses chooses the largest
allowed acceleration in order to further the implicit goal of getting to the destination as quickly as possible.
The perception system may not be able to detect objects beyond some range. Ulysses deals with the
resulting uncertainty by making two assumptions: first, that there is a known range within which
perception is certain; and second, that objects and conditions that trigger constraints are always present
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Figure 3-4: Robot speed profile (solid line) as it adjusts to a rolling road horizon.
Maximum deceleration is -15.0 fps2, decision time interval 1.0 sec, horizon at 150 feet.
The four dashed lines show, for the first four decision times, the maximum-deceleration
profile to the current horizon.

just beyond this range. This latter assumption is the worst case. For example, Ulysses always assumes
that the road ends just beyond road-detection range, that the speed limit drops to zero just outside of
sign-detection range, and that there is a stopped vehicle just beyond car-detection range. In this way
Ulysses prevents the robot from "over-driving" its sensors.
3.1.2. An Intersection Without Traffic
The next traffic scenario we consider is a simple intersection with only one lane on the robot’s
approach, no other traffic, and no pedestrians. Figure 3-6 illustrates this scenario. Ulysses detects
intersections when it visually tracks a lane ahead and finds that the markings end or the road branches.
Other clues, such as traffic signals or signs (or cars, in a different scenario), may be detectable at longer
ranges; however, since the robot is constrained to stop anyway at the end of the detected road, Ulysses
does not consider these clues. Future versions of Ulysses may model the uncertainties of machine
perception in more detail and use several clues to confirm observations.
When the robot is actually in an intersection, Ulysses can no longer detect a lane directly in front of the
robot. When this first happens, Ulysses changes the In Intersection state variable from Street to
Intersection. Later, when there is a lane in front of the robot, the state is changed back again. These
state changes mark the robot’s progress in its strategic route plan.
Finding the corridor is more difficult at an intersection than it is on a simple highway because the
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Figure 3-5: Combining acceleration constraints.

Branching roads
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R

Figure 3-6: An intersection without traffic; detection by tracking lanes.
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corridor no longer follows clearly marked lanes. The perception system must recognize the other roads at
the intersection and identify the one on which the robot’s route leaves. Figure 3-7 shows that the
perception system must identify the "left" road if the strategic route plan requires the robot to turn left at
this intersection. Ulysses can then extend the corridor by creating a path through the intersection from

Left

Through

KEY:
Robot identification of
approach road:

Corridor:

Right

R

Figure 3-7: Finding the corridor for a left turn.

the end of the robot’s approach road to the start of the proper lane in the road on the left.
With the corridor established through the intersection, Ulysses generates the same acceleration
constraints as for the highway case. Figure 3-8 shows several examples of how these constraints may
apply at an intersection. Constraints may apply to conditions before, within, and beyond the intersection.
The next task for the driving program is to determine the traffic control at the intersection. In this
scenario the only important TCD’s are traffic signals, Stop signs and Stop markings. Thus, as shown in
Figure 3-9, Ulysses requests the perception system to look for signs and markings just before intersection
and signal heads at various places around the intersection. When the intersection is beyond the given
detection range for these objects, Ulysses assumes the worst and constrains the robot to stop at the
intersection; however, within the detection range Ulysses assumes that all existing traffic control devices
will be found.
Figure 3-10 diagrams the decision process for traffic signals required at this simple intersection. First,
Ulysses must determine what the signal indication is. If there is an arrow in the direction of the corridor,
the program takes this as the effective signal; otherwise, the illuminated solid signal is used. If the signal
indication is red, Ulysses generates an acceleration constraint that stops the robot at the entrance to the
intersection. No constraint is generated if the signal is green. If the signal is yellow, then Ulysses
determines whether the robot can be stopped at the intersection using a reasonable braking rate. If so,
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KEY:
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constraint:

Road
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Figure 3-8: Examples of acceleration constraints from road features at
an intersection.

STOP

R

Figure 3-9: Looking for possible traffic control devices at an intersection.

then the program generates a constraint as if the light were red.
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Red
Stop robot at
intersection

Signal color is the
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No
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No
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Figure 3-10: Traffic signal logic for intersection without traffic.

Stop signs require not only speed constraints, but a short sequence of actions. A vehicle approaching
a stop sign must come to a complete stop, look for traffic, and then proceed when the way is clear.
Figure 3-11 shows how Ulysses performs these actions with a "Wait" state variable. When a stop sign is

Normal

Wait for gap

•Detect Stop sign

• Robot is stopped
• Robot is at Stop sign
(Immediate;
no traffic)

Stop robot at sign

Accept
• Robot crosses
intersection
KEY:

Condition:

State:

• Robot is stopped

Accept

Figure 3-11: State transitions in Stop sign logic.

detected, Ulysses generates a constraint to stop the robot just before the sign. Later, Ulysses finds that
the robot is stopped and that it is very near the sign, so it changes to a "wait for gap" state. In this
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scenario there is no traffic, so Ulysses immediately moves on to the "accept" state and releases the robot
from this traffic control constraint.
3.1.3. An Intersection with Traffic
We will now add traffic to the simple intersection scenario. Ulysses considers three kinds of traffic at
intersections: cars in the same corridor as the robot, which must be given headway; cross traffic blocking
the intersection; and cars approaching the intersection on other roads which may have to be given the
RoW. Human drivers are sometimes taught to watch the traffic behind them, in case another car is
following too closely or approaching very fast. In such a case the driver could accept lower gaps or make
more aggressive judgements at an intersection, thereby continuing through the intersection and not
stopping quickly in front of the following car. Ulysses does not make such judgements, and thus does not
look for traffic behind the robot.
Figure 3-12 illustrates the first kind of traffic that Ulysses considers.

Car beyond
intersection

The driving program must

Merging car

Car leaving
corridor

R

Figure 3-12: Potential car following conditions at an intersection.

generate car-following constraints from a lead car either in or beyond the intersection. If the lead car is
turning off the robot’s path, the robot must still maintain a safe headway until that car is clear of the path.
Similarly, the robot must maintain a safe distance to cars that merge into its path.
The second kind of traffic that Ulysses looks for is cross traffic in the intersection. This includes cars
sitting across the robot’s path or about to cross it, as shown in Figure 3-13. Since the law requires that a
vehicle yield the RoW to vehicles already in the intersection, Ulysses looks for such vehicles and stops
the robot before the intersection if it finds one. Ulysses does not currently search beyond the closest car
to find a gap. Future extensions to Ulysses may try to time the robot’s arrival at an intersection to the
presence of an upstream gap. However, this type of behavior could only be allowed if it were safe—that
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R

Figure 3-13: Cars blocking an intersection.

is, if the robot could still stop at the intersection if traffic changed unexpectedly.
The third type of traffic is traffic approaching the intersection on other roads. The driving program
analyzes nearby TCD’s and this approaching traffic to determine if the robot has the RoW. After RoW is
determined, Ulysses may generate an acceleration constraint and change the Wait state of the robot.
Figure 3-14 illustrates this process.

Traffic Control Devices. First, Ulysses detects and analyzes signs, markings and traffic lights. In
addition to the TCD’s needed for the previous scenario, the program now must recognize Yield signs and
determine how many lanes are in the roads. The lane count is used to determine if the robot is on a
"Minor Road"—that is, if the robot’s road has only one or two lanes and the other road has more lanes. In
the United States traffic on a Minor Road generally yields the RoW to other traffic, so in effect has a yield
sign. This is a practical rule, not a legal one.
Table 3-2 summarizes the meanings of the various TCD’s. The figure groups the TCD’s into four
equivalence classes. Yellow signals are treated as either red or green, depending on the robot’s state
and speed. If the robot is in a "wait for gap" state, a yellow signal is always treated as green. This
practical rule allows the robot to proceed through an intersection just before the signal turns red. This
allowance prevents the robot from being stuck forever in heavy traffic with no gaps. Cars with a given
TCD normally yield the RoW to traffic with a TCD in a higher priority class, as will be explained below.
Note that some actions in the figure do not depend on other cars; for example, red lights always stop the
robot.

Approaching traffic. The second part of RoW evaluation is analyzing the robot’s situation relative to
other cars. This situation depends on the position and speed of the robot and other cars, and the relative
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Figure 3-14: Generation of constraints from traffic and traffic control.

position of the approach roads. Figure 3-15 shows how this information is combined with traffic control
information to decide the RoW with respect to each car. For each approach, Ulysses looks up the road to
find the first car in each lane. The road to the right is ignored if the robot is turning right, as is the directly
opposing road unless the robot or approaching car are turning left. Looking "up the road" essentially
requires the perception system to find a corridor along a different road. If the perception system does not
find a car, Ulysses makes RoW decisions as if there were a car at the range limit of the sensors or of
sight distance. This hypothetical car is assumed to be going a little faster than the prevailing speed of
traffic. If the approaching car is going too fast to stop before the intersection (assuming a nominal braking
rate), Ulysses always yields the RoW. On the other hand, if the car is very far away from the intersection,
Ulysses will ignore it. "Very far away" means that the time it will take the robot to cross the intersection at
its current acceleration rate is less than the time it will take for the other car to reach the intersection.
If none of the above conditions exist, then Ulysses further analyzes RoW based on traffic control
devices and the movements of the other cars. First, Ulysses guesses the traffic control for the
approaching car. To do this, the perception system must look at the side of the approach road for a sign
(the back side of a sign). If there is no sign, and the robot is facing a traffic light, Ulysses assumes that
the approaching car also has a traffic light. If the car is approaching from a cross street, the light is
assumed to be red (when the robot’s is green), and otherwise green.1 Once the program has an estimate
of the approach car’s traffic control, it compares the control to that facing the robot. If they are not
equivalent, then the vehicle with the lowest priority signal is expected to yield the RoW.
If the traffic control for the approaching car and the robot are equivalent, Ulysses performs further
analysis of the situation. If the approaching car is close to the intersection and stopped, the program
assumes that it is waiting for a gap in traffic. In the case of a Stop sign, the robot takes the RoW if the

1
This is a particularly clear example of how the explicit, computational rules in Ulysses elucidate the information requirements of
driving. Drivers must make assumptions about the TCD’s controlling other cars, and sometimes make errors if their assumptions
are wrong.
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Traffic Control

Action
Increasing priority

Green signal
OR Nothing

Use RoW rules
(see Figure 3-15)

Yield sign,
OR
Nothing and on Minor Rd

Yield to traffic with Green or
no traffic control;
otherwise use RoW rules
(see Figure 3-15).

Stop sign,
OR
turning right at Red
signal when allowed.

Stop at intersection;
then proceed using
RoW rules (see
Figure 3-15)

Red signal

Yellow signal

Stop at intersection

IF Wait-state is "normal"
AND
robot can stop at intersection
THEN
treat as Red signal
ELSE
treat as Green signal.

Table 3-2: Actions required by four classes of Traffic Control Devices.

approaching car is not yet waiting. Otherwise, if one or both vehicles are moving, then the robot yields
the RoW to cars on the right, and to cars ahead when the robot is turning left. If both the robot and the
approaching car are stopped and waiting for a gap, then the drivers must use some deadlock resolution
scheme to decide who goes first. In human drivers we have identified four such schemes, as illustrated in
Figure 3-16. Humans use different schemes, depending on the local custom and the driver. Ulysses
bases its decision only on road configuration; it will use the first-arrive, first-leave technique as well when
we better understand how to recognize the same cars in images taken at different times.
After determining the requirements of the traffic control devices and evaluating the traffic situation,
Ulysses may create an acceleration constraint and update the wait state. Figure 3-17 shows the
conditions for changing states and for constraining the robot to stop at the intersection. Note that once
the program has decided to accept a gap and take RoW, only the presence of new cars in the robot’s
path will cause it to stop again.
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Figure 3-15: Right of Way decision process.
’R’ is the robot, ’C’ is the other car.

3.1.4. A Multi-lane Intersection Approach
The driving situations considered so far have not included streets with multiple lanes. With this
complication, Ulysses must generate lane use constraints and make lane selections. We first consider
the simple case of multiple lanes at an intersection, as depicted in Figure 3-18. In this scenario there is
no other traffic on the same road as the robot.
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Figure 3-16: Right of Way deadlock resolution schemes.

As the robot approaches an intersection, constraints on turn maneuvers from different lanes—which we
generally refer to as lane channelization— determine the lane-changing actions that Ulysses can take.
Ulysses determines if the channelization of the robot’s current lane is appropriate, and looks for a better
lane if it is not. Channelization is estimated first by finding the position of the current lane at the
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Figure 3-17: Changes in the Wait state at an intersection.

intersection. If it is the left-most lane, then the program assumes that a left turn is allowed from the lane;
similarly with right turns if it is the right-most lane. Through maneuvers are allowed from any lane by
default. Ulysses also looks for signs and road markings to modify its assumptions about channelization.
If the robot’s intended maneuver at the intersection is not allowed by the channelization of the robot’s
current lane, Ulysses generates an acceleration constraint to stop the robot before the intersection.
Figure 3-19a illustrates this constraint. Ulysses estimates the minimum distance required to change lanes
(from the width of the lanes and the robot’s minimum turn radius) and stops the robot that far from the
intersection. The program next decides in which direction the robot should move to correct the situation,
and looks to see if there is a lane on that side of the robot. If there is a lane, Ulysses constrains the robot
to take a lane-change action in that direction. As a practical matter, solid lane lines are ignored, because
making a turn from the correct lane is more important than strictly obeying these lane-change restrictions.
Since there is only one allowed action, no selection preferences need be considered.
Once a lane-changing action is started, Ulysses makes sure that the robot completes the maneuver
before it enters the intersection. The program does this by generating an acceleration constraint that
slows the robot to a low speed at the minimum lane changing distance described above. Figure 3-19b
shows this constraint. The low speed is set to keep the lateral acceleration on the robot below a certain
threshold when turning with minimum radius. The lane-changing constraint is conservative, but our model
of operational control does not provide Ulysses with enough information about the lane changing
maneuver to predict just when it will be complete (see description of operational level, below). By driving
at a speed low enough to use the minimum turn radius while far enough from the intersection, Ulysses
guarantees that the maneuver can be completed.
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Figure 3-18: Robot observation of lane positions and markings at a multiple
lane intersection approach.
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Figure 3-19: Channelization acceleration constraints.
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With multiple lanes the driving program recognizes that there may be different signal indications for
different lanes. Ulysses looks across the intersection from right to left and attempts to find all of the signal
heads. If the robot is turning, Ulysses uses the indication on the head on the side of the turn. Otherwise,
Uysses tries to find the head most nearly over the robot’s lane.
When Ulysses decides to initiate a lane change, it sets a Lane Position state variable to Init-Left or
Init-Right appropriately. Figure 3-20 shows these state transitions. The program does not consider lane

• Tactical level finds robot
back in one lane again

R

(Right)

Follow Lane

(Right)

Init Left

R

• Tactical level initiates
lane change

Changing Left

R

• Tactical level sees
robot crossing lane line

Figure 3-20: State changes during lane changing.

selection in future decision cycles while in one of these states. This state variable also helps to guide the
perception functions when the robot is between lanes. Once a lane change is initiated, the operational
control subsystem moves the vehicle to the new lane without further direction from the tactical level.
When the robot is straddling a lane line, the state changes to Changing Left (Right). When tactical
perception no longer sees the robot between lanes, the state reverts to Follow Lane.
3.1.5. A Multi-lane Road with Traffic
The next scenario is a highway far from an intersection. Unlike the first scenario above, this one is
complicated by multiple lanes. Figure 3-21 shows some of the new considerations involved. First, a lane
may end even without an intersection. Ulysses detects this in much the same way as it detects a
complete road end, and creates an acceleration constraint to stop the robot before the end of the lane.
This constraint disappears after the robot changes lanes. Multiple lanes also make car following more
complex. If the car in front of the robot is between two lanes, Ulysses maintains a safe headway to that
car but also looks for another car in the lane. If the robot is itself changing lanes, the program looks
ahead for cars in both lanes until the robot has cleared the old lane.
The three lane actions available to the robot are following the current lane, moving to the right, or or
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Figure 3-21: Multiple lane highway scenario.

moving to the left. Moving to the left does not currently include moving into the opposing lanes; thus
Ulysses cannot yet overtake when there is only a single lane in each direction. Ulysses generates
contraints and preferences for changing lanes if certain traffic conditions exist. Figure 3-22 shows the
important conditions: adjacent lanes, gaps in traffic in adjacent lanes, blocking traffic in the robot’s lane

Blocker
Front gap

R

•Presence of other
lanes
• Position of robot's
lane
• Lane lines

Rear gap

Figure 3-22: Traffic objects that affect lane changing decisions.

and blocking traffic in adjacent lanes.

In this scenario, the program does not need to consider
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channelization.
Table 3-3 shows the constraints and preferences for each traffic condition. The absence of adjacent

SET OF
ALLOWED
ACTIONS

CONDITION
Blocking car
(Robot
blocked by
traffic in
lane*)

• L - C > T1
Broken lane line
• R-C>T

1

PREFERRED
ACTION

All

Move Left

All

Move Right

All

Keep Same

Increasing
Priority

Broken lane line
• C > R, L

Gap for
merging
•No gap in traffic to left

(Move Right, Keep Same)

—

•No gap in traffic to right

(Move Left, Keep Same)

—

•There is no lane to the left

(Move Right, Keep Same)

—

•There is no lane to the right

(Move Left, Keep Same)

—

•(There is a lane to the right)
AND (R ≥ C)

All

Move Right

All

Keep Same

Available
lanes

Default

KEY

*:

True when (Car following accel) < (Other accel constraints) - T2

Ti :

Arbitrary threshold value.

L, R, C: Max. acceleration allowed in the lane to the Left, lane
to the Right, and Current lane, respectively

Table 3-3: Lane action preferences for a highway with traffic.

lanes or broken lane lines or gaps in traffic eliminates the option to move to adjacent lanes. Ulysses
generally prefers the rightmost lane to others. Traffic blocks the robot if the acceleration allowed by car
following is significantly less than acceleration allowed by other constraints. Blocking traffic creates a
preference for an adjacent lane if the acceleration constraint in that lane is significantly higher than the
car following constraint in the current lane. Ulysses estimates the allowed acceleration in the adjacent
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lane by hypothesizing what the car following constraint would be and combining this with the speed limit,
lateral acceleration and road end constraints. The program combines the constraints from various
conditions by taking their logical intersection—retaining only actions that appear in all constraints. If there
is more than one lane action available after constraints have been combined, preferences determine
which action is chosen. Preferences due to blocking traffic are given priority over the rightmost lane
preference.
Ulysses judges gaps for changing lanes based on two criteria: first, the deceleration required of the
robot to create a safe headway to the lead car in the other lane; and second, the deceleration required of
the following car to leave space for the robot. The program does not search for a gap farther back in
traffic if the adjacent one is not big enough. However, if the robot is blocked, traffic in the adjacent lane
will tend to pass the robot, thereby providing new merging opportunities. Ulysses also does not have the
ability to use a physical "language" (beyond directional signals) to communicate to other drivers that it is
anxious to change lanes. It is thus possible that the robot will never find a gap if traffic is congested.
3.1.6. Traffic on Multi-lane Intersection Approach
The next scenario combines the previous two multi-lane cases. This situation, illustrated in Figure
3-23, adds channelization constraints to traffic considerations. When the adjacent lane does not permit

R

R

Figure 3-23: Decisions at a multiple lane intersection approach with traffic.

the robot’s next turn, Ulysses must decide whether a pass can or should be made. Similarly, if the robot
needs to move to a turn lane that has traffic in it, Ulysses must decide whether to merge immediately or
wait. Table 3-4 lists the constraints and preferences that must be added to those in Table 3-3. When
combining preferences, Ulysses gives the channelization demands the highest priority unless the robot is
far from the intersection.
When the robot is near the intersection (d < DFar in Table 3-4), it is not allowed to change lanes to
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SET OF
ALLOWED
ACTIONS

CONDITION

PREFERRED
ACTION

PRIORITY

Channelization
•d < D

Keep Same

—

Current
lane OK

(Keep Same,
Move to <OK lane>)

—

Current
lane not OK

(Keep Same,
Move to <OK lane>)

Min

•D

<d <D
Min
Far

Highest

Move to <OK Lane>

•d>D
Far

All

Move to <OK Lane>

Just below
Blocking Car
in Table 3-3

• No intersection visible

All

—

—

KEY

d:
D

Distance from robot to intersection
:

Min

Minimum distance needed to change lanes.

D :
Far

Range of influence of intersection on upstream traffic.

OK:

Channelization allows (or is closest to) robot's intended route

Table 3-4: Lane action constraints and preferences at an intersection
with traffic.

move away from an acceptable ("OK") lane. Thus Ulysses will not attempt to pass a blocking car near an
intersection unless multiple lanes are acceptable. This restriction may cause the robot to get stuck
behind a parked vehicle, but it avoids the problem of deciding whether the lead vehicle is really blocking
the road or just joining a queue that extends all the way to the intersection.
The "Far from intersection" (d > DFar) condition in Table 3-4 depends on a distance threshold DFar.
When the intersection is at least DFar away from the robot, Ulysses can pass blockers rather than staying
in a turn lane. The threshold distance is properly a function of traffic—how far traffic is backing up from
the intersection, whether there are gaps in the traffic ahead of the blocker, and how long (distance) the
robot would take to complete a pass. Ulysses determines DFar by estimating passing distance and
adding a margin to cover the other conditions. The margin is a function of the speed limit, but does not
explicitly incorporate downstream queuing conditions. In our simulated world we have found that the
margin needed to minimize inappropriate passing maneuvers puts the robot in the "near intersection"
condition soon after it detects the intersection.
The presence of traffic introduces additional factors into the tests of blocking conditions. When Ulysses
determines what acceleration is possible for the robot in an adjacent lane, it must consider constraints
from lane channelization and intersection traffic control. In effect, Ulysses must hypothesize the robot in
the adjacent lane, look ahead in a new corridor, and recompute all of the acceleration constraints from
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that lane.
When the robot wishes to change lanes because of channelization, but cannot because that lane
change action is not allowed (for example, because a gap in traffic is not available), Ulysses changes the
robot’s Wait state to "wait for merge gap." This action signals a standing desire to change lanes. When
the robot is in this state, Ulysses adjusts the calculation of the car-following constraint so that extra space
is left in front of the robot for maneuvering.
3.1.7. Closely spaced intersections
The final complication comes with multiple intersections spaced closely enough together that they all
affect the robot. Figure 3-24 depicts multiple intersections ahead of the robot and on cross streets. The
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Figure 3-24: Visual search through multiple intersections

driving knowledge already described is sufficient to get the robot through such a situation. This scenario
illustrates, though, the necessity of tracing a corridor ahead through multiple intersections, analyzing
traffic and traffic control at every intersection along the corridor, and looking through intersections on
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cross streets for approaching cars.

3.2. Tactical Perception
Tactical driving decisions require information about roads, intersections, lanes, paths through
intersections, lane lines, road markings, signs, signals, and cars. Our driving model assumes that the
robot has a perception subsystem that can detect these traffic objects and determine their location and
velocity. In addition, the perception system must estimate the distance to objects, the distance between
objects, and the velocity of cars. There is more perception at the operational and strategic levels, but we
do not address it in this model.
Tactical driving requires information about spatial relations between objects. When Ulysses looks for
an object, it is really interested in objects that have a specific relation to another object. Figure 3-25
illustrates this concept. In the figure, Ulysses is at a point in its analysis where it is looking for cars on the
right-hand approach road at the second intersection ahead. There are at least two ways to find the
objects in the desired relations. One way would be to detect all cars, and then test each car to see if it
was on the road to the right at the intersection. "The road to the right" would itself be found by finding all
roads and checking to see if they connected to the the robot’s road at the intersection in question. This
method would be very difficult because there may be many cars and roads in the robot’s field of view, and
each one requires significant computation to find and test.
Ulysses uses a different technique to relate objects to one another. The perception subsystem uses
the reference object and a relation to focus its search for a new object. In the example above the robot
would track the corridor ahead to the second intersection, scan to the right to find the approach road, and
then look along the road for a car. The car detection process is thus limited to a specific portion of the
field of view, determined by the location of the road. All objects found are identified implicitly by their
current relation to the robot. (This object identification method has been called "indexical registration" by
Agre and Chapman [2].) Ulysses gathers almost all of its data using these perceptual routines. Table 3-5
lists the perceptual routines used by the program. Although it may seem that driving decisions could be
made with simpler, more general sensing functions, Figure 3-25 shows that very simple sensing is not
sufficient; "detect converging objects to the right," for example, cannot distinguish between the two
intersections.
The perception subsystem uses markers to provide reference points for the perceptual routines. Our
simple model of sensing currently assumes that one image—a snapshot picture of the world—is taken
each time Ulysses repeats its decisions. Markers are placed in an image as a result of running
perceptual routines that can mark cars, lane endings or beginnings, signs, markings, signal heads, or
other locations. The markers are essentially names that different perceptual requests can use for the
objects in an image. In the example of Figure 3-25, various routines would put markers in the corridor
where it enters and leaves intersections. When Ulysses analyzed the second intersection, a routine
would mark the approach roads. Finally, when Ulysses had to look for the approaching car at that
intersection, it would start a car detection routine and provide the marker for the approach road on the
right.
Even using the routines described above, perception remains very difficult for a robot.
perception in Ulysses is a focus of our ongoing research.

Tactical
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Figure 3-25: Searching for a car approaching a downstream intersection
from the right.

3.3. Other Levels
3.3.1. Strategic Level
The strategic level of our model is very simple and serves only to provide a route plan to the tactical
level. Figure 3-1 shows that perception at the strategic level looks for landmarks that mark the progress
of the robot along the route. Ulysses currently assumes that the route at every intersection is provided by
some map-based planner, and therefore uses only intersections as landmarks. A more sophisticated
route maintainer would use street signs, road configurations, buildings, etc. to locate the robot in the map.
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Find current lane

Find next car in lane

Mark adjacent lane

Find crossing cars

Track lane

Find next sign

Profile road

Find next overhead sign

Find intersection roads

Find back-facing signs

Find path in intersection

Find signal

Find next lane marking

Marker distance

Table 3-5: Perceptual routines in Ulysses.

3.3.2. Operational Level
The operational level makes emergency reactions and executes commands passed down from the
tactical level. The operational level is assumed to have its own perception functions to detect
emergencies and provide feedback to the actuator controllers. Emergency reactions include avoiding
collisions with nearby objects and keeping the wheels away from road hazards. These are considered
emergencies because the tactical level is responsible for finding problems in the distance. The tactical
model uses four operational functions to execute the commands it generates. These functions are
maintaining an acceleration, tracking a lane, changing lanes, and traversing an intersection.

Acceleration. The operational level keeps the vehicle’s acceleration at the value commanded by the
tactical level. Speed control is not used because an instantaneous change in speed requires an infinite
impulse of force, while a change in acceleration requires only a step change in force. Vehicle dynamics
dictate that an operational controller is more likely to achieve the latter. The choice of control variables is
not crucial to the model. However, we expect that it might be difficult in some robot implementations to
provide frequent command updates at the tactical level, so acceleration commands would prove to be
more convenient.
Lane Tracking. The operational level is assumed to be able to drive the robot down a lane without
intervention from the tactical level. This function involves only steering, as do lane changing and
intersection traversal. As described earlier, the tactical level adjusts the speed independently to keep
lateral accelerations within limits on turns.
Lane Changing. Lane changing requires the operational level to detect the adjacent lane and begin a
double-curve maneuver to move the robot over. When the robot reaches the new lane, lane tracking
automatically takes over. At most speeds, the steering angle is adjusted to limit the robot’s lateral
acceleration to a safe value. This constraint results in a lane change maneuver that takes a roughly
constant amount of time, independent of speed. The tactical level can use this fact to estimate the length
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of a lane change. However, if the robot is changing speeds (e.g., braking while approaching an
intersection), it is impossible to predict exactly how far the robot will travel during the maneuver. At low
speeds, robot can only increase the steering angle to the physical stops of the vehicle. This angle
determines the minimum lane change distance for a given road width.

Intersection Traversal. Since intersections generally do not have marked lanes, the operational system
is required to find a path to the given departure lane and drive the robot along the path. As with the other
operational functions, there are several ways this may be accomplished. We expect that the robot would
follow an imaginary path created from general knowledge about the size of the intersection, and then start
up lane tracking when the new lane became clearly visible.

3.4. Summary
Ulysses is a computational model of driving implemented as a computer program. It emphasizes the
tactical level. Strategic functions are limited to providing a route plan step at every intersection. The
operational level abstractly implements tactical commands.
Ulysses can drive the robot in traffic on multi-lane roads, through intersections, or both. Driving
knowledge is encoded as constraints and preferences. Ulysses looks for lane endings, curves, speed
limit signs, and other cars to constrain the robot’s acceleration on a road. When approaching an
intersection, the program directs the perception subsystem to look for signs, signals, markings, other
roads, and approaching traffic as well as the general road features just mentioned. Ulysses determines
the semantics of the traffic control devices and the road configuration and decides whether the robot has
the right of way to enter the intersection. Stop signs and conflicting traffic cause the robot stop and then
enter a waiting state until traffic clears or the signal changes. The program also evaluates lane
channelization, potential speed increases in adjacent lanes, traffic in adjacent lanes, and lane position to
decide whether the robot should change lanes. Additional acceleration constraints prevent the robot from
approaching the intersection in the wrong lane or in the middle of changing lanes.
Ulysses uses demand-driven perception. The robot looks at the world frequently so that it can respond
quickly to changing traffic situations. The model uses perceptual routines and visual markers to find
traffic objects with the appropriate spatial relationships to the robot.

4. The PHAROS Traffic Simulator
Our motivation for creating a driving model was to describe how to drive an autonomous vehicle.
Actually driving a vehicle requires that the driving model be made concrete. The model must specify how
all knowledge is encoded and how information is processed. In the preceding section we described how
this is done in our model. However, the proof of the pudding is in the eating— descriptions cannot drive
real vehicles. Our first step toward using our model on a real robot has been to implement the model in a
computer program, Ulysses, and drive a simulated robot in a simulated traffic environment. PHAROS is
the traffic simulator we developed for this work.
There are several advantages to driving in simulation before trying to drive an actual vehicle. First, a
simulator is flexible. It is possible to generate almost any traffic situation to test various kinds of driving
knowledge. These situations can be recreated at will to observe how new driving knowledge changes a
vehicle’s behavior. Simulators are also convenient, because simulated driving is not dependent on
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working vehicle hardware, convenient test sites, or weather. Finally, simulated driving is safe and avoids
the problem of placing other drivers at risk while testing the robot.
Figure 4-1 shows how PHAROS and Ulysses work together.
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KEY
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Inter-program messages

Figure 4-1: Ulysses control of a vehicle in PHAROS.

describing the street environment and records for each car. PHAROS also controls the behavior of the
simulated cars, which we call zombies. The simulator executes a decision procedure for each zombie to
determine its actions, and then moves it along the street. A robot is simulated by replacing the decision
procedure with an interface to Ulysses. Ulysses runs as a separate program—sometimes on a different
computer—and gets perceptual information by sending requests to PHAROS. The interface simulates
the perceptual routines described earlier. After Ulysses has the information it needs, it sends commands
through the interface to the vehicle record. PHAROS then moves the robot using the normal movement
routine. The requests for (simulated) perception and the commands for (simulated) control are the only
communications between Ulysses and PHAROS. This arrangement ensures that Ulysses cannot "cheat"
by examining the internal state of the simulator.
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The remainder of this section discusses the representation of the street environment, the driving
decisions made by the zombies, and the general operation of the simulator.

4.1. The Street Environment
PHAROS is a model of the street environment. All models of the world use abstractions so they can
capture just the important characteristics of a problem. Model designers must find a compromise
between model accuracy and excess complexity. We have attempted to encode many characteristics of
the street domain into PHAROS, including enough geometric information to study the perceptual
requirements of driving. While PHAROS includes many traffic objects, it uses strong abstraction and
structure to simplify their description and use.
PHAROS represents traffic objects with abstract symbols augmented by a few parameters to provide
important details. Figure 4-2 illustrates how some objects are encoded. A curved road segment is
described by a cubic spline (8 parameters) and a road width. A sign is represented by a type (one of 8),
an identifying number, and a position along the road. The general shape and color of the sign is
determined by its general type; the lateral distance from the road edge is assumed to vary only a little, so
is not encoded at all. PHAROS describes a signal head by its location at the intersection (one of 5
generic positions), whether it is vertical or horizontal, the number of lenses, the symbols on the lenses,
and the color of the lenses.
PHAROS groups traffic object symbols into structures to give them meaning for driving. It would be
difficult to determine how streets connected or whether a car could move to an adjacent lane if the lane
and line objects in the database were not organized. PHAROS connects objects to one another to form
hierarchies and networks of related objects. Figure 4-3 shows how different street objects are connected
to one another.
The abstraction and structure used in PHAROS limit the accuracy with which it can simulate the world.
For example, PHAROS cannot easily simulate roads without marked lanes. PHAROS vehicles cannot
abandon the lane abstraction to drive around a broken down vehicle at an intersection. However, our
representation scheme does allow PHAROS to simulate many common traffic situations on highways and
arterial streets. We also feel that the scheme could be extended to deal with situations that are beyond
the current abstraction. Similarly, there are several types of traffic objects missing from PHAROS’
world—pedestrians, cyclists, blinking signals, etc. Future versions of PHAROS may include such objects.

4.2. PHAROS Driving Model
The driving decisions made by the zombies are based on the logic in the Ulysses driving model.
However, there are several differences between Ulysses and the PHAROS-controlled zombies. The key
differences are in perception, interpretation, and speed control.

Perception. Zombies are not required to use simulated perception to get information from the
simulated world. When PHAROS is running the decision procedure for the zombies, it uses the data
structures directly. For example, to find a vehicle across the intersection from a zombie, PHAROS traces
symbolic links from the zombie to its road, to the connecting road ahead, and to the rearmost car on that
road. Tracing these pointers in the data structures is similar in concept to running perceptual routines, but
much simpler in practice.
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Figure 4-2: Examples of traffic object encodings.

Interpretation. Several traffic situations that Ulysses encounters are difficult to interpret. Some
situations, such as determining the traffic signal for other approaches or the intended turn maneuver of
another car, are problematical for Ulysses because they cannot be observed directly. This type of
problem is simple for PHAROS, because zombies have access to the entire database and are not limited
by what they can see. This access extends even to examining the internal state of other zombies. Other
situations, such as deciding which signal head applies to the robot’s lane, require several observations
followed by a reasoned guess. Some situations are complex enough that we cannot yet describe how to
recognize them. For example, we stated earlier that Ulysses cannot tell whether a blocking car in front of
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the robot is really broken down or merely part of a queue that extends to the intersection.
PHAROS shortcuts these difficult interpretation problems by encoding the semantics of situations
directly into the database. For example, the traffic control for each lane is provided as part of the input
data for the simulation and is stored with the other characteristics of the street. Lane channelization is
also provided externally and stored. Zombies determine if the car in front of them is in a queue simply by
checking that car’s "Queue" status; a zombie sets its own status to "enqueued" if it is close to the car in
front and the car in front is already in a queue. The direct encoding of interpreted information, as well as
the availability of physically unobservable state information, allows PHAROS to move zombies realistically
without the complete expertise of a human driver.

Speed control. PHAROS drivers are allowed perfect perception and access to special information so
that they can choose actions as realistically—i.e., with human competence—as possible. However,
zombies behave unrealistically if they are allowed to control speed too well. Therefore, PHAROS
incorporates a reaction delay into zombie speed control. When zombies wish to decelerate quickly, they
must switch to a braking "pedal" (state), and when they wish to accelerate again they must switch to an
accelerator "pedal." There is a delay of 0.8 s, on average, in switching between pedals. This imposed
reaction delay, when combined with the car-following law already discussed, results in fairly realistic
behavior during car following, free-flow to car following transitions, free-flow to enqueued transitions, and
queue discharge.
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4.3. Simulator Features
Input. PHAROS generates a street database from a data file that it reads in at the start of each
simulator run. Since PHAROS can represent a lot of detail in a variety of traffic objects, the data file can
be fairly complex. The PHAROS user must encode the desired street environment into symbols and
numbers and type them into the file. Figure 4-4 shows an example of how one face of a traffic signal
head is encoded. The terms "face" and "lens" are keywords. The first line indicates that there are 5
face vertical 5 L9 LEFT_MARGIN 0 0
lens RED_SIGNAL SC_SOLID 8
lens AMBER_SIGNAL SC_SOLID 8
lens GREEN_SIGNAL SC_SOLID 8
lens AMBER_SIGNAL SC_LEFT_TURN 8
lens GREEN_SIGNAL SC_LEFT_TURN 8

1
0
0
0
0

1
0
0
0
0

1
0
0
0
0

1
0
0
0
1

1
0
0
1
0

0
0
1
0
0

0
1
0
0
0

1
0
0
0
0

Figure 4-4: Example of signal head encoding in PHAROS data file.

lenses on this face of the signal head, that they are arranged vertically, and that the head is located on
the left shoulder of the street named "L9." If the head were directly over a lane, the last two numbers on
the first line would indicate which lane and where along the lane the head was located. The remaining
lines describe each lens. The information includes the color, symbol, and diameter of the lens, and
whether the lens is lit in each phase.
Encoding and typing this information is tedious and error-prone for multi-intersection networks. A
future version of PHAROS should include a graphical input interface that generates the file automatically
from pictorial descriptions.

Time. PHAROS has features of both a discrete time and a discrete event simulator. Some events,
such as zombie creation and traffic signal changing, happen at irregular intervals; others, such as
updating the positions of vehicles, occur at regular intervals. PHAROS maintains an event queue that
keeps track of both types of events. The position-update events compute the vehicles’ new positions
exactly from their (constant) accelerations over the preceding time interval.
Display and user interaction. The output of PHAROS is an overhead view of the street environment
with an animated display of the vehicles. This graphical output provides us with our primary means of
evaluating the behavior of both zombies and robots. Figure 4-5 is a picture of the computer screen while
PHAROS is running. The figure shows a black-and-white approximation of the computer’s high-quality
color display. In the lower-left corner is a window showing the entire street network schematically. A
portion of the network (enclosed by a small rectangle in the schematic) is drawn at larger scale in the
top-center of the screen. Cars are visible as white rectangles, with dark regions at the rear showing brake
lights and directional signals. The small window to the right of the network schematic shows simulator
time. A user can interactively pan and zoom around the streets to examine various areas in more detail.
It is also possible to select individual zombies and trace their decision processes. The simulator can be
paused or stepped one decision cycle (100 ms) at a time.
To simulate a robot, a user selects the "button" on the screen marked "create;" PHAROS then pauses
and asks where the robot should be injected into the street network. The robot is rendered in a unique
color. We have created various displays to study the activity of Ulysses, including the location of each
mark created by the perceptual routines, a count of the number of perceptual requests, and a chart of
perceptual activity in each direction.
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Figure 4-5: The output display of PHAROS.

Performance. The simulator is written in C and runs on a Sun workstation under Sunview. A Sun 4/40
can drive about 30 zombies 3 times faster than real time. With Ulysses driving a robot, the simulation
runs much slower than real time. The slowdown is due to the large number of messages that must be
passed between the Ulysses and PHAROS and the frequent switching of control between the programs.
PHAROS has be invaluable for us in our research on robot driving. It allows us to test driving decision
procedures and examine perception and information flow in Ulysses. PHAROS has been sent to several
other sites doing research in driving, robotics, and artificial intelligence.

5. Conclusions
Research in autonomous vehicle technology in the past 30 years has provided vehicles that can
competently perform operational driving tasks. Although computers can also plan errands and find
routes, they cannot make the immediate decisions necessary to drive in traffic. Ulysses is a model for
driving that describes how to perform these tactical tasks. Ulysses incorporates driving knowledge that
describes how various traffic objects and situations constrain a vehicle’s actions. This knowledge
recognizes situations from specific relations among physical objects. Ulysses includes tactical perceptual
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routines for finding these objects in the world and relating them to the vehicle. The model is implemented
as a computer program so that it may be developed and tested objectively; it is currently used to drive a
robot in the simulated world of PHAROS.
Ulysses was designed to drive safely in the PHAROS world. Our goal was to prevent the simulated
robot from having or causing accidents, and from unnecessarily constraining itself to stop. We have
achieved this goal for several traffic situations, including different types of intersections, multiple lane
roads, and freeway interchanges with light traffic. Future improvements to Ulysses might include new
behaviors such as overtaking, improved merging, or "edging" into an intersection while waiting for a gap.
A more significant improvement in driving knowledge that we have not yet examined closely is the
analysis of nearby traffic to predict how other cars will move. This analysis would involve the detection of
many other cars, the abstraction the relative motions of the cars, and the projection of the motions into
the future. Eventually the model must be combined with a strategic driving program; the parameters in
Ulysses would then be determined by variable strategic goals, such as time stress, pleasure in driving,
worry about citations, fuel efficiency, etc. PHAROS and Ulysses could also be expanded to include more
objects such as blinking signals, activated signals, bicycles, pedestrians, roads without lanes, and
different vehicle types.
Rather than adding more sophisticated driving knowledge, our more immediate goal is to determine
how a real robot can perform the basic tactical tasks. As Ulysses drives a robot in PHAROS, it generates
many perceptual requests. Machine perception is very expensive computationally, so it is important to
find ways to minimize the cost of the requests. We are studying ways to take advantage of the coherence
of situations over time and the difference in criticality of constraints to eliminate unnecessary requests. In
the future we will study how a resource-limited robot might choose the best perception and constraintgeneration actions to perform when it cannot perform them all. We would also like to model uncertainty in
sensing and interpretation explicitly, and empower Ulysses to choose actions with the maximum expected
utility. Finally, a truly intelligent driving model should be able to learn how to improve it behavior as it
gains experience driving.
Ulysses has four major strengths as a driving model: it comprises many driving tasks; it models
individual drivers; it is grounded in (perceived) physical objects and operational maneuvers; and it
specifies how to compute actions from perceptions. Of these characteristics, physical grounding and
explicit computation are probably the most important. They allow the model to be designed and used
objectively, independent of human interpretation. A computational model can help to detect problems
that human designers may not see. For example, we described earlier how Ulysses looks at the backs of
Stop signs facing the cars on cross streets. We did not plan to include such a perceptual action in
Ulysses, but after the intersection rules were encoded it became clear that this information is necessary
for determining right of way. None of the driving task descriptions we studied—including the McKnight
analysis [26], and the official driver’s manual [8] and vehicle code [25] for our state—call for this action. A
model such as Ulysses can predict a driver’s real information needs in any situation.
The characteristics described above make Ulysses uniquely suitable for driving an autonomous
vehicle. They also give Ulysses the potential to contribute to general driving research. Research in
driving seeks to answer many questions that apply equally to a robot and human driver, such as "How
can a driver learn to make better decisions?" and "what information should be provided along roads to
make driving easier?" We can answer these questions if we have an accurate, concrete driver model.
We feel that computational driver models will prove to be invaluable tools for driving research.
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